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BIOTOPIA TAkes A BOld new APPrOAch 

TO engAgIng PeOPle wITh sOme Of The 

mOsT crITIcAl Issues Of Our TIme.

A NEW MUSEUM AND NETWORK

The reinvention of the Museum Man and Nature as a 21st- 

century museum of life sciences and the environment is a one 

in a lifetime opportunity. Over the next six years a major life 

sciences destination and visitor attraction will be developed 

at the spectacular site of the Nymphenburg Palace, expanding 

on and replacing the much loved Museum Man and Nature. 

Under the leadership of its Founding Director, Professor  

Michael John Gorman, BIOTOPIA – Naturkundemuseum  

Bayern is redefining its vision and mission to appeal to today’s 

and tomorrow’s audiences. BIOTOPIA will take a bold new  

approach to engaging people with some of the most critical 

issues of our time. It aims to become a world-class  

destination for the understanding and appreciation of nature, 

the promotion of science communication and the dialogue 

between art and science. The museum will support and  

coordinate a new Bavarian natural history network, with a 

focus on the biosciences and geosciences. 

BIOTOPIA will be an important destination for Munich and  

Bavaria. It will support visitors in forging a deeper and more 

caring connection to the place they call home and the species 

they share it with. It will foster understanding of Bavarian and 

global biodiversity and encourage environmental stewardship.
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Alexandra Daisy Ginsberg, “Rewilding with Synthetic Biology” from “Designing For the Sixth 

Extinction”, 2013–2015
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Masterplan

This book sets out the strategic vision for the new museum to 

create a stunning, inspiring destination for future generations 

of visitors. It summarizes the masterplan for BIOTOPIA 

– Naturkundemuseum Bayern developed by Founding Director 

Professor Michael John Gorman, with the consultants Lord- 

culture and Ralph Appelbaum Associates.

The planning process was undertaken in consultation with  

a wide range of stakeholders and institutions: the Museum 

Man and Nature, the Bavarian Natural History Collections, 

the Förderkreis BIOTOPIA, the Ludwig Maximilian University 

of Munich, the Max-Planck-Institute for Ornithology, the  

Technical University of Munich, the Deutsches Museum  

and many others. 
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munIch Is One Of The 

TOP Three BIOTechnOlOgY 

cenTres In eurOPe. 

Munich cityscape
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Greetings
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HORST SEEHOFER, MINISTER-PRESIDENT OF BAvARIA 

“The Bavarian Museum of Natural History will continue what  

the Museum Man and Nature has started – it will open up a new  

dimension for one of the most frequented museums of Bavaria.”

DR. LUDWIG SPAENLE, BAvARIAN STATE MINISTER 

OF EDUCATION, SCIENCE AND THE ARTS

“The museum signifies education, science and culture and thereby  

embodies the fundamental cornerstones of our society’s future viability.” 
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Greetings

AdJAcenT TO The museum, The PAlAce  

gArdens Are A PlAce Of greAT BIOdIVersITY 

wITh AlmOsT 200 dIfferenT sPecIes Of BIrd.

Nymphenburg Palace and the Palace Gardens 1110



PROFESSOR MICHAEL JOHN GORMAN,  

FOUNDING DIRECTOR BIOTOPIA 

“Craig Venter has described the 21st century as the biological century. 

Many of the most significant challenges we now face as a species on 

this planet, from climate change to loss of biodiversity, are due in large 

part to an imbalance in the relationship between humans and other 

living species. Drawing on the extremely rich scientific ecosystem  

of Munich and Bavaria, BIOTOPIA will be a place to inspire millions of 

young people to engage with the most exciting developments in the life 

sciences through dynamic and changing exhibitions and events.” 

DR. AUGUSTE vON BAyERN,  

PRINzESSIN zUR LIPPE, CHAIR FöRDERKREIS  

BIOTOPIA – NATURKUNDEMUSEUM BAyERN

“Being a biologist and a dedicated behavioural scientist, nature,  

environment and species protection are near and dear to me. In my eyes,  

BIOTOPIA – a modern life sciences companion to the Deutsches  

Museum – presents an immense opportunity to familiarize the Bavarian 

(and European) population with nature and natural sciences and drum 

up enthusiasm for these highly fascinating subjects. I personally 

consider children and adolescents to be particularly important. I hope  

BIOTOPIA spurs on their natural curiosity and shows them how to 

understand research as an exciting adventure.”

The BAVArIAn sTATe cOllecTIOn fOr 

ZOOlOgY cOnTAIns The wOrld’s lArgesT 

cOllecTIOn Of BuTTerflIes, wITh OVer 

7 mIllIOn sPecImens.

Greetings
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Christopher Marley, Elegans Prism, 2015, www.pheromonegallery.com 1312



OUR VISION: A MORE 

UNDERSTANDING, 

BAL ANCED 

AND SUSTAINABLE 

REL ATIONSHIP 

BET WEEN HUMANS 

AND OTHER SPECIES 

V
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OUR MISSION: TO 

E XPLORE, QUESTION 

AND RECONFIGURE 

THE REL ATIONSHIPS

BET WEEN HUMANS 

AND OTHER LIVING 

BEINGS.

M
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Core Values:

CURIOSIT Y 
»WONDER«
We harness the natural curiosity 
of our visitors about themselves 
and the world they live in.
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EMPATHY 
»FEEL«
We facilitate experiences that 
provoke an illuminating shift of 
perspectives between humans and 
other species, and to allow us to 
look in the mirror at the animal 
nature of humans.
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AGENCY 
»AC T«
We support and enable our  
community’s personal agency. 

> In learning and investigating 
 in relation to life sciences and 
 the environment.

> In understanding and changing   
 their own behaviour.

> In designing and creating 
 solutions to key environmental 
 challenges provoked by 
 collective human behaviour.
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Opportunity

A NEW BUILDING

The expansion of the Museum Man and Nature has long been 

in planning. Having successfully attracted a diverse audience 

to its permanent and temporary exhibitions, Museum Man 

and Nature now seeks to build on the 200,000 visitors it has 

had each year. The new facilities will increase the exhibition 

and event space from 2,300 sqm to 6,000 sqm. The Berlin firm 

Staab Architects have been selected to design the building.  

Its expansion gives BIOTOPIA a unique opportunity to reinvent 

and reposition itself in Munich, Bavaria and the world.

O
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Architectual design for the new building by Staab Architects, competition entry 

3

1

4

2

1 BIOTOPIA – NATURKUNDEMUSEUM BAyERN

2 NyMPHENBURG PALACE

3 NyMPHENBURG PALACE GARDENS

4 BOTANICAL GARDENS
2524



NATURE-CULTURE QUARTER

The building is sited within the larger context of the historical 

Nymphenburg Palace, the Nymphenburg Palace Gardens  

and the Botanical Gardens. The architecture will be integrated 

seamlessly into the historical ensemble.

One of the project’s goals is to unite these diverse institutions 

in a unique Nature-Culture Quarter. They could be promoted 

as complementary attractions and connected by a new  

wayfinding system. The Nature-Culture Quarter will bring  

a greater number of visitors to the area, supporting deeper  

engagement for more diverse visitors. 

Opportunity
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From top to bottom: Nymphenburg Palace, the Palace Gardens and the Botanical Gardens 2726



RESPONSIBLE CITIzENS

The primary focus of BIOTOPIA will be on the important  

environmental issues of our time, both in Bavaria and globally, 

in order to prepare people for the challenges of the 21st  

century and to inspire them to become responsible citizens 

of the world.

PROF. DR. CLAUS HIPP , CEO HIPP

“A museum which centres attention on environmental issues is the best 

way to sensitize people to their future responsibilities.” 

Opportunity
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LIFE SCIENCES FOR THE FUTURE

The Free State of Bavaria has invested heavily in life sciences 

research and infrastructure. This has made Bavaria Germany’s 

hub for life sciences – with excellent and globally recognized 

research being carried out by public institutions like the 

Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich, the Max-Planck- 

Institutes, the Technical University of Munich and by  

numerous branches of industry. 

Bavaria’s flourishing STEM sector requires new qualified  

personnel at every turn. Engaging young people in the STEM 

sector and its research, reaching new audiences and building 

skills in the life sciences is a key factor in shaping Bavaria’s 

future. The museum will therefore put a strong focus on life 

sciences to encourage future generations to consider courses 

and careers in the life sciences. 

23.3 % Of BAVArIAn emPlOYees wOrk In 

sTem PrOfessIOns.

demAnd fOr quAlIfIed PersOnnel In The  

sTem secTOr cOnTInues TO Be sTrOng.

Opportunity
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Brandon Ballengée, DFA 186: Hades, 2012 3130



Nature-Network Bavaria 
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Nature-Network Bavaria
Museums

BIOTOPIA will support and coordinate a Bavarian-wide  

network that will promote environmental stewardship of  

the natural resources of Bavaria. It will connect museums, 

schools, research institutions as well as private and public 

organizations that are commited to the exploration and 

protection of the environment.

MUSEUMS

Each member of the network will have a strategic area of  

focus, and will be supported to develop as a unique  

destination within Bavaria with specific collections and 

themes. Each member will tell its own story designed to  

connect visitors to the natural history of Bavaria as a place 

where groundbreaking research is underway and important  

discoveries are made. 

Initial museum members of the network will include:

> BIOTOPIA – Naturkundemuseum Bayern

> RiesKraterMuseum Nördlingen

> Palaeontological Museum Munich

> Geological Museum Munich

> Jura-Museum Eichstätt 

> Museum Reich der Kristalle, Munich

> Urwelt-Museum Oberfranken, Bayreuth

> Botanical Gardens Munich-Nymphenburg and the

   Schachen Garten 

> Naturkunde-Museum Bamberg 

N
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Naturkunde-
Museum Bamberg

Jura-Museum 
Eichstätt

BIOTOPIA – Naturkundemuseum Bayern

Botanical Gardens
Munich   

Schachen Garten

Palaeontological
and Geological

 Museums Munich

Urwelt-Museum Oberfranken,
Bayreuth

RiesKraterMuseum
Nördlingen

Museum Reich der Kristalle
Munich
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Nature-Network Bavaria
Schools

In Nature-Network Bavaria schools will play a key role. New 

ways of teaching and learning natural sciences will be  

developed to meet Bavaria’s educational goals at school level. 

The network will focus on: 

> Collaborative inter-school projects and connected learning  

 initiatives, bringing together web-based resources, informal  

 learning in science centres and museums, and formal 

 learning in schools. 

> Developing and exchanging new learning methodologies. 

> Continued professional development for teachers.
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6,138 BAVArIAn schOOls wIll BenefIT 

frOm »nATure-neTwOrk BAVArIA«

And BIOTOPIA’s PrOgrAmmes.
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Nature-Network Bavaria
Research Institutions

The Nature-Network Bavaria will offer research institutions  

a platform to communicate new research. visitors will  

participate in research projects as subjects and as researchers.  

BIOTOPIA will work with research partners on specific  

projects. 

Universities and other research institutions will be part of  

Nature-Network Bavaria. Important research partners will  

include: 

> Bavarian Natural History Collections

> Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich

> Technical University of Munich

> University of Applied Sciences Munich

> Other Bavarian universities relating to 

 Biotopia’s focus areas

> Max-Planck-Institutes

> Fraunhofer-Institutes

> Helmholtz Centres

> Academy of Fine Arts, Munich

> Rachel Carson Center for Environment and Society
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Bavarian Natural History 

Collections

Technical University of

Munich

Ludwig Maximilian University

of Munich

Max-Planck-Institutes Fraunhofer-InstitutesUniversity of Applied 

Sciences Munich 

Helmholtz Centres Academy of Fine Arts, Munich Rachel Carson Center 3938



Exhibitions
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The new museum is conceived as an experience for everyone, 

but the Museum’s core target audience will be ‘tweens’ and 

teenagers aged ten to fourteen in families and school groups, 

and, at the upper end of the age range, as independent  

visitors. 

Other important visitors will include students and youth,  

families, adults and domestic and international tourists.  

Efforts will be made to ensure that people with a migration 

background are welcomed by specialized programs and by  

ensuring that all aspects of the museum support visitors  

who have German as a second language. Furthermore, the 

museum offers a variety of programmes for visitors with  

disabilities.

Museum Community
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TOURISTS:
DOMESTIC AND
INTERNATIONAL

TEACHERS

PARENTS
OF CHILDREN

0 –9 YEARS

CHILDREN
10 – 14 YEARS 

UNIVERSITY AND 
COLLEGE

STUDENTS

ADULTS

CHILDREN
UNDER TEN 

WITH 
FAMILIES OR

SCHOOLGROUPS

VISITORS
TO PALACE, 

PALACE GARDENS 
AND 

BOTANICAL
 GARDENS

INDEPENDENT
TEENS AND

YOUNG ADULTS
15 –24 YEARS
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Approach
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BEHAvIOURS, ACTIvITIES AND PROCESSES

Unlike the natural history museums of the past, which were  

usually structured according to taxonomy or geography,   

BIOTOPIA’s permanent exhibition will focus on behaviours, 

activities and processes. These ‘Behaviour Exhibits’ will be  

at the heart of the visitor experience. Each one will explore a  

specific behaviour and its surprising manifestations in  

different species – including humans. BIOTOPIA will highlight 

the interactions and relationships between humans and other 

species and foster ecosystem thinking. 

ENvIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

The environmental consequences of human activities, such  

as climate change and the loss of biodiversity, will form the  

second distinct exhibition experience.

OPEN LABS

Four ‘Open Labs’, where visitors can participate in research 

and experiments, will be connected to the “Behaviour Exhibits”. 

ECOSySTEM OBSERvATORIES 

At the ‘Central Ecosystem Observatory’, visitors will be able to 

explore life sciences research and local and global ecosystems 

through live media and virtual reality experiences. Other  

observatories will be distributed throughout the exhibits. 

KINDERMUSEUM

The Kindermuseum will be a special experience for children 

under six. They will be able to explore the habitats of different 

animals from diverse perspectives. 

BIOTOPIA
COMMUNICATE

SENSE

MOVE REPRODUCE

BUILD

CO-OPERATE 

PLAY
AND LEARN 

LAB

BIO-DESIGN
STUDIO

CENTRAL
ECOSYSTEM

OBSERVATORY

EATING
LAB

WET LAB

KINDER-
MUSEUM

SLEEP

WEAR

FIGHT 
AND

DEFEND

EAT
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INTERDISCIPLINARy

BIOTOPIA will take a unique, interdisciplinary approach.  

The exhibits will be strongly grounded in the life sciences  

as well as the environmental sciences. They will also interface  

with the geosciences, humanities, social sciences, and  

art and design. 

MULTIFACETED

The permanent exhibition will use a range of communication 

tools to explore each theme: collections (including artefacts 

from the Bavarian Natural History Collections), participatory 

experiments, works of bio-art and design, multimedia, live 

demonstrations and some living collections. 

FLEXIBLE

The exhibition will include flexible elements which can  

be updated and changed to reflect new scientific findings and 

to make sure that repeat visitors always find something new.

Approach
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Collections Links To Live Research

MultimediaParticipatory Experiments

Live Animators Bio-Art 4746



Permanent Exhibition
Who Am I?

The visitor experience will start in the foyer with the  

"Who Am I" exhibit. Large scale interactives will introduce the 

idea that human animals are a species like others. visitors  

will be positioned as researchers, firstly observing their own 

bodies and behaviour and then, in the exhibits that follow, 

those of other living things.

KEy GOALS

> To position visitors immediately as one species among many.

> To place visitors in the role of the active observer and  

   participant in all that is happening in the museum.
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Participative media table at the exhibition “Ting. Technology and Democracy”, 

Norsk Teknisk Museum, Oslo 2014 4948



Permanent Exhibition
What is Life?

The ‘What Is Life’ exhibit will explore the threads that link all 

living beings. Evolution will be presented as a primary concept 

that underpins everything we know and are still learning 

about behaviour. The exhibition will also introduce basic  

processes and topics such as genetics, photosynthesis, the 

geological contexts of life and the concept of ecosystems.

Through collections, art, media and interactives, visitors will 

be helped to understand the connection between evolution, 

genes and behaviour, and consider the role of human agency 

and genetic engineering in the future of all species.

KEy GOALS

> To help visitors understand the fundamental mechanisms 

that link all living beings.

> To introduce the key scientific concepts, including evolution 

and genetics.
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Ear on Arm.London,Los Angeles, Melbourne 

2006.Photographer: Nina Sellars.Stelarc 5150



Permanent Exhibition
Behaviours, Activities, Processes
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Permanent Exhibition
Behaviours, Activities, Processes

BEHAvIOUR EXHIBITS 

Eleven distinct exhibits, each relating to a specific behaviour, 

process or activity, will constitute the core element of the  

permanent exhibition. In each ‘Behaviour Exhibit’, visitors will 

be able to explore how selected species (including humans) 

manifest this behaviour, activity or process. 

By juxtaposing familiar human behaviour with that of  

other species, visitors understand the value of both our  

inter-connectedness and our differences.

KEy GOALS

> To understand the common behaviours, activities and 

 processes linking humans and other species.

> To empathize with and connect to other species.
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Sense Move Reproduce

Co-operateBuild Communicate

WearPlay and Learn

Sleep Fight and Defend Eat 5554



Permanent Exhibition
»Eat« 

Eating or foraging is a behaviour shared by all animals. In  

this exhibit we will explore differences and commonalities  

of anatomy, diet, habitat and behaviour when it comes to  

‘eating’ and all its remarkable variations across different  

species.

The exhibit will draw on collections, such as the State  

Collection for zoology, the State Collection for Palaeontology 

and Geology and the State Collection for Anthropology and 

Palaeoanatomy, for example to compare jaws and teeth of  

diverse species, or to understand early farming methods and 

domestication of species in Bavaria. Within the context of 

‘eating’ among many species, human eating behaviours will 

also be explored – like eating habits in different cultures,  

eating disorders, the relationship between food and health 

and the future of food.

KEy GOALS

> To explore the mechanisms and patterns of eating and 

 digestion across different species.

> To empathize with species that are part of the human food  

 system and consider the ethical, ecological and health 

 related implications of eating habits.

> To consider how humans are straining the balance within  

 ecosystems through agriculture and today’s eating habits.
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Permanent Exhibition
»Move«

This exhibit will explore how different species move – through 

flight, swimming, walking and other modes – and looks at 

collective behaviours such as swarming and migration. These  

behaviours and activities are only possible because of very 

specialized anatomies and different biomechanics of move-

ment. The exhibit will introduce visitors to the similarities 

and differences between fins, arms, wings and legs as  

evolutionary adaptations to habitats. It will also highlight  

Bavaria as the location of a famous Archaeopteryx find. 

KEy GOALS

> To understand the physiology, anatomy and biomechanics 

 of movement.

> To understand the migratory behaviours of animals. 

> To learn about the many reasons for movement.
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Permanent Exhibition
»Sleep«

If a species has a brain, it needs to sleep. Sleeping saves  

energy and functions as a ‘software update’ in the brain.  

Memories and events are consolidated, making learning  

possible. Sleeping is also important for the immune system, 

as antibodies protecting against infection are mainly  

produced during sleep. This exhibit will explore the sleep  

patterns of different species, will ask if animals dream and  

will give visitors advice about how to improve their sleep. 

KEy GOALS

> To explore the way different species sleep, dream or 

 hibernate. 

> To understand the importance of sleep for learning,  

 health and wellbeing.
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Permanent Exhibition
»Pocket Exhibitions«

To keep abreast of new scientific research and to incorporate 

the latest ideas, interpretations and perspectives, small, easily 

exchangeable ‘pocket exhibitions’ will be integrated within 

the permanent exhibition. 

‘Pocket exhibitions’ may present a new bio-art exhibit, show 

a film of a scientist explaining a new discovery, enable  

visitors to experiment with a new technology, or challenge 

visitors with questions of bioethics or science studies. Links  

to the partner museums in Bavaria will be possible. 

KEy GOALS

> To offer new perspectives and to reflect on science as part  

 of our culture.

> To connect with other museums and institutions.

> To turn the permanent exhibition into an ever changing 

 experience.
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Angelika Arendt, 150 Jahre, 2005, PU-Schaum, 

Acrylfarbe, Courtesy C&K GALERIE, Berlin

Lothar Schiffler, AIRLINES XV-25. Vogelspuren in der 

Luft. Kraniche, Kinnbackenhagen, Ostsee, 2015 6362



Permanent Exhibition
»Environmental Consequences«
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Permanent Exhibition
»Environmental Consequences«

As the ‘Behaviour Exhibits’ will demonstrate, humans are by 

no means unique among species. However, we have entered a 

period where our collective behaviour has become the main 

force shaping the future of the planet. 

In the ‘Environmental Consequences’ exhibition, visitors will 

be invited to reflect on how the biological and cultural  

evolution of humans – new technologies, the transmission of 

knowledge, the spread of culture and immense population 

growth – has changed human behaviour, with many impacts 

on the planet. Exhibit themes will include overpopulation, 

consumption, lack of resources, war, pollution, disease, loss of 

biodiversity, climate change, desertification and the potential 

that innovation and new behaviour hold to master these  

challenges. 

KEy GOALS

> To understand the consequences that collective human  

  behaviour can have for the biosphere. 

> To inspire visitors to take action, locally and globally.
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Unsustainable Consumption

Desertification

Loss of BiodiversityClimate Change
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Permanent Exhibition
»Environmental Consequences«

The ‘Environmental Consequences’ exhibits are a call to action. 

They invite visitors to acknowledge their own agency when  

it comes to the choices they make in their daily lives. visitors 

will reflect on and possibly change their own ideas, actions 

and attitudes as they recognize the connections between  

their own behaviour and global environmental challenges  

and political decisions. 

The exhibit aims to change attitudes and behaviours: 

> By creating empathy for other living things that are hurt or  

  threatened by the impact of humans on the planet.

> By explaining the connections between (individual and  

  collective) human behaviour and global environmental  

  challenges. 

> By motivating and informing individual behaviour change.

> By encouraging visitors to take the “driver’s seat” in global 

  political decisions regarding different relevant questions –  

  everyone can make a difference!
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Permanent Exhibition
»Ecosystem Observatories«

Observation is an important scientific skill and the key to  

appreciating the world around us. At the "Ecosystem  

Observatories", visitors will have the opportunity to gain  

new insights into their own environment, such as the  

urban ecosystem of Munich, the Alpine ecosystem of Bavaria 

and the many interconnected ecosystems of the world.  

The observatories will include live media, virtual reality,  

microscopes, real-time animal tracking and mediated  

programming on-site and out in nature. The observatories  

will connect the visitors to local, global, and past ecosystems 

as well as to diverse research laboratories allowing visitors  

to dive into live research.

KEy GOALS

> To understand the importance of research for the future of  

 global ecosystems and the solving of environmental problems.

> To win visitors over to being citizen scientists that are  

 more closely connected to researchers through active  

 communication. 
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BIOTOPIA wIll InTegrATe reseArch 

As IT hAPPens.

Adriano Olivetti: Le quattro 

stagioni. Installation at the 

Venice Biennale, 2012

Prof. Dr. Martin Wikelski from the MPI for 

Ornithology attaches a transmitter to a stork.

Musée d’Histoire Naturelle, Neuchâtel
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Kindermuseum

INDOOR KINDERMUSEUM

Pre-schoolers will have their own dedicated play-and-learn 

space at the new museum. The Kindermuseum will be 

especially created for children aged 1–6 who are visiting with 

their kindergarten class or their families. 

ANIMAL HOMES

In the Kindermuseum, children will playfully explore the  

habitats of different animals from their point of view. They 

will be able to crawl on an enormous spider’s web, curl up 

with their parents to read a book in a bear’s den or become  

a microbe and explore a cow’s rumen. Those accompanying 

them will be able to observe and learn the importance of  

play to learning and development.

OUTDOOR PLAySCAPES

Children will be able to continue to play and learn outside in  

a dedicated playscape. A separate playscape for their older 

brothers and sisters (ages 7–12 years) will be nearby. 
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Temporary Exhibitions

BIOTOPIA’s unique and exciting perspectives will be shared 

with other regional, national and international museums 

through temporary exhibitions that are generated in-house  

or co-developed with partners. 

visitors to the new museum will also be able to enjoy  

cutting-edge traveling exhibitions from other institutions 

worldwide. There will be space to show up to two temporary 

exhibitions at BIOTOPIA at one time. 
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From Slow Food to Slow Fashion: 21st-century Consumption

Image: Recycled fashion project by Fresh Youth Initiatives

Swarms: You’ll never walk alone

Invasive Species in Bavaria
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Programmes
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Facilitators, Interns, Volunteers

Open Labs and WorkshopsResearch

Artists in Residence

Festivals, Conferences, EventsSchools Programme

Programmes 
Overview

Public programmes at BIOTOPIA will engage visitors through  

creative participation. visitors – young and old – will be able 

to choose from an exciting, relevant and ever-changing  

selection of one-off or repeat events – whether to support  

second language learning, to experiment and create alongside 

top scientists, designers and artists or to be part of a global  

citizen science project. Public programmes will be designed  

to support visitors to develop and practice the skills of 21st-

century science: observation, critical and creative thinking, 

curiosity, experimentation, collaboration and communication. 

Interns and volunteers will ensure that BIOTOPIA maintains a 

strong connection with its various communities. 
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Learning Language through Science

Excursions

Tours and Digital Programmes
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Programmes
»The Open Labs«

BIOTOPIA’s four open labs will offer visitors and scientists  

a unique space to communicate, interact and experiment.  

Here visitors will be able to build skills through ‘doing’.  

Each lab will have its own focus area connected to the  

‘Behaviour Exhibits’. 

EATING LAB

In the Eating Lab people will experience the science of cooking 

and eating. Mindful Dining will bring people (and other  

species) together to consider how and what they eat. 

BIO-ART AND DESIGN STUDIO

In the Bio-Art and Design Studio people will take part in  

bio-art projects as well as research into bio-inspired  

robotics, living materials, biomimicry and biologically  

produced architecture and design.
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Eating Lab

Image: Chloé Rutzerveld, Edible Growth, 2014

Bio-Art and Design Studio

Image: Tomás Saraceno, 32SW Stay Green/Flying Garden/Air-Port-City, 2007–2009

Installation view, Lyon Biennale 8180



Programmes
»The Open Labs«

PLAy AND LEARN LAB

At the ‘Play and Learn Lab’, visitors and researchers will explore 

how different species play and learn. visitors will be able to 

participate in activities demonstrating evolution, human and 

animal intelligence, and interaction among humans,  

computers and animals. 

WET LAB

The ‘Wet Lab’ will be used for experiments related to  

biologically produced materials, such as fungi and bacteria. 

School learners will be able to assemble here for hands-on, 

curriculum related work, and explore the experiments and 

concepts from the exhibitions in greater depth.
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Play and Learn Lab

Image: Aaron Sherwood, Firewall, 2013

Wet Lab

Image: Officina Corpuscoli, Maurizio Montalti, System Synthetics, 2011 8382



Programmes
Schools Programme

School groups are a significant visitor segment to Museum 

Man and Nature and it is anticipated that they will be equally 

important to the new BIOTOPIA. Schools are often the first 

point of contact between young people and the museum, who 

may then initiate a subsequent visit with an adult. 

The schools programme at BIOTOPIA aims to support the 

learning objectives of the Bavarian school curriculum whilst 

providing learners and teachers with new ways to stimulate 

their curiosity about and empathy for the natural world.
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PROF. RANDOLF RODENSTOCK, EXECUTIvE PARTNER  

OPTISCHE WERKE G. RODENSTOCK GMBH & CO. KG

“A large museum for the life sciences will in the medium term support 

the reduction of the serious shortage of talented professionals in  

science-oriented disciplines in Bavarian enterprises.”

Pupils at the Museum Man and Nature, Munich 8584



Programmes
Facilitators, Interns and 
Volunteers

Positive encounters with museum staff members are an  

important component of every museum visit. They ensure 

that people remember their visit, learn, are more satisfied  

and are more likely to return. At BIOTOPIA, university students  

and researchers act as facilitators, volunteers or interns  

throughout the exhibition – engaging people face to face  

with the ideas and explorations of each exhibit. 

The new museum will attract these students and researchers 

by offering a unique training programme in science  

communication. While they are gaining valuable skills for 

their future careers, the museum’s community will benefit 

from being directly connected with the latest research.

Prior to opening, a youth council will work closely with  

museum staff to inform the exhibition development  

process and to ensure its relevance to this important  

community.
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School programme at the Museum Man and Nature, Munich
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Programmes
Festivals, Conferences and 
Events

Festivals, conferences and events will bring people together, 

attract new audiences, generate new exhibition and 

programme ideas and help to position BIOTOPIA as a leader 

in science communication. Late-night salons at the museum, 

music performances and museum sleepovers will be just some 

of the events that will thrill young and old alike. 

A SIGNATURE FESTIvAL

A signature, family-friendly festival of ideas relating to the 

future of life sciences and the environment, and connecting 

with the arts and design will be launched in the period before 

the opening – an exciting ‘teaser’ of things to come.
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Pipilotti Rist, Kiasma, 1998
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Programmes
Inclusion, Integration and 
Language Learning

An estimated forty percent of all potential visitors to the  

museum are either foreign born or have a migration  

background. For many people, learning German is key to  

integration. For others, learning English is an important  

gateway to international science.

The new museum will be a bilingual, German-English  

institution. It is the ideal space to practice and learn a new 

language, while at the same time supporting participation  

in social activities around common and interesting themes. 

Integration and inclusion will further be fostered by  

BIOTOPIA’s approach which will focus on differences and  

similarities between humans and other species – and not on 

differences among humans – paving the way for a visitor  

experience that emphasizes our common future.
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Implementation 

The Museum Man and Nature will remain open to the  

public until construction commences. During the  

construction phase, programming and events, including the 

signature festival, will play a key role in transitioning visitors, 

partners and staff from the current museum to BIOTOPIA.  

Alternative venues, for example a pop-up pavilion, will offer 

many exciting glimpses into the future museum to ensure 

that the museum’s community stays connected during the 

period of closure. 
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Karoline H. Larsen, Collective Strings, ongoing 

participatory performance installation, 2014

Research pavilion at the University of Stuttgart, 2011 9392



Supporters

FöRDERKREIS BIOTOPIA –  

NATURKUNDEMUSEUM BAyERN

The Förderkreis was founded in 2012 to gain support for the  

expansion of the Museum Man and Nature from  

stakeholders in economy, science, society and politics. Since 

then, it has also been able to raise significant private funding 

for the project.
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BERND SIBLER, BAvARIAN STATE SECRETARy OF EDUCATION, 

SCIENCE AND THE ARTS

“The overarching concept of the museum will lead to a great  

visibility - not just in Bavaria but also internationally.” 

If YOu wOuld lIke TO suPPOrT The  

PrOJecT, PleAse VIsIT The weBsITe  

Of The förderkreIs BIOTOPIA AT  

www.BIOTOPIA.neT. 

David Liittschwager, Marine microfauna, 2007 9594



Supporters

LUDWIG MAXIMILIAN UNIvERSITy OF MUNICH

The internationally recognized research of the LMU informs 

the exhibition development at the new museum and will give 

visitors many opportunities to connect to current research in 

the life and environmental sciences. 

BAvARIAN NATURAL HISTORy COLLECTIONS

With one of the most important natural history collections  

of the world and highly dedicated staff, the Bavarian  

Natural History Collections provide excellent resources  

for the realization of this project.
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PROF. DR. GERHARD HASzPRUNAR, DIRECTOR GENERAL, 

BAvARIAN NATURAL HISTORy COLLECTIONS

“We want a museum with a unique approach (with humans at the  

centre) for the whole of Bavaria: to marvel, to experience and to learn.” 

PROF. DR. BERND HUBER, PRESIDENT OF THE LUDWIG  

MAXIMILIAN UNIvERSITy OF MUNICH

“To find answers to the great challenges of our time we need not only 

top level research but also a place where treasures of natural history are 

made available to our children, young people and adults and where their 

relevance can be convincingly conveyed.” 
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Bavarian State Collection for Palaeontology and 

Geology | Seal assisted research in Antarctica  

© Alfred-Wegener-Institut / C. Oosthuizen (MRI) | 

Workshop on growing oyster mushrooms  

© Xiang yu yeung | Media installation at  

Museum Solnhofen, 2014 © jangled nerves 

GmbH, Stuttgart | TED conference © Photo by 

Jurvetson on flickr | Neri Oxman, Qamar Luna’s 

Wonderer, 2014 © yoram Reshef,  

www.yoramreshef.com page 49: Participative 

media table at the exhibition “Ting. Technology 

and Democracy”, Norsk Teknisk Museum, Oslo 

2014 © Ralph Appelbaum Associates page 51: 

Two mice expressing enhanced green fluores-

cent protein (eGFP) © Moen et al.; licensee  

BioMed Central Ltd. 2012 | Gouldian finch 

choosing a mate © Sarah Pryke | Butterflies 

from the Witt Collection. Photo: SNSB – 

Bavarian State Collection for zoology | Stelarc: 

Ear on Arm. London, Los Angeles, Melbourne, 

2006 © Nina Sellars, courtesy of Stelarc |  

Archaeopteryx fossil plate with reconstruction. 

Photo: SNSB – Museum Man and Nature, 

Munich pages 52–53: Southern masked weaver 

on its nest © Chris Eason page 55: Mimosa  

pudica © Sten Porse | Dog and a quadruped  

robot from Google’s Boston Dynamics group  

© Photo by Jurvetson on flickr | Female adult of 

the water flea © Prof. Hajime Watanabe  

@ Osaka University | Wasp nest © zdenet/ 

pixabay | Dictyostelium discoideum © Usman 

Bashir | Siamang gibbon vocalising © suneko | 

Cockatoo figaro creates wooden tools to get 

food © Alice Auersperg | Hermit crab © Adrian 

Wittwer | Spatial memories in a dreaming rat  

© Kenway Louie/MIT | Fighting chitals  

© Picture courtesy Suyash Keshari | H.O.R.T.U.S. 

Installation, Microbial Garden, ecoLogicStudio 

2012 © Sue Barr/AA page 57: Bat pollinates a 

cross section of a saguaro cactus flower  

© Merlin D. Tuttle, Bat Conservation Internatio-

nal | Chloroplasts © Kristian Peters | Crab-eating 

raccoon raiding the trash © Brian Gratwicke | 

venus fly trap with small lizard © Hugo  

Quintero | The fossilised skull of Australopithecus 

sediba specimen MH1 and a finite element model 

of its cranium depicting strains experienced  

during a simulated bite on its premolars. “Warm” 

colours indicate regions of high strain, while 

“cool” colors indicate regions of low strain  

© Image of MH1 by Brett Eloff provided courtesy 

of Lee Berger and the University of the  

Witwatersrand | Foraging bee © Jenny Downing 

page 59: Flock of birds © Unsplash, pixabay | 

The World Magnetic Model © Noaa.gov |  

Dandelion © Didier Descouens | Sea nettles 

(chrysaora fuscescens) © Brocken Inaglory |  

Eadweard Muybridge, Animal Locomotion.  

Plate 640, 1887 © Boston Public Library page 60: 

Spatial memories in a dreaming rat © Kenway 

Image Credits

Front cover: Bobtail squid © Nish Shah page 5: 

Alexandra Daisy Ginsberg, “Rewilding with 

Synthetic Biology” from “Designing for the Sixth 

Extinction”, 2013–2015 © Alexandra Daisy  

Ginsberg page 7: Munich cityscape, state  

capital of Bavaria. Source: Landeshauptstadt 

München, photographer: Andreas Heddergott 

pages 8–9: Lothar Schiffler, AIRLINES XvI–1,  
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ben, Schloss Nymphenburg, München, 2016  

© Lothar Schiffler, www.lothar-schiffler.de  

page 11: Nymphenburg Palace and Gardens  

© Barbara Caffi | Nymphenburg Palace Gardens 

© Florian Adler page 13: Christopher Marley, 

Elegans Prism, 2015 © www.pheromonegallery.

com page 15: Studying a crested black macaque 

in Indonesia © Benedictus Giyarto, Macaca  

Nigra Project page 17: Girl and manatee at  

Orlando Aquarium © ChristopherWrightPhoto-

graphy.com page 19: Girl with dung beetle  

© Didgeman/pixabay page 21: Gibbon sharing 

food with zoo keeper © valerie page 23: Citizen 

science team poses on Sauk Mountain, Washing-

ton State, USA © NPS/Karlie Roland page 24: 

Architectual design of the museum by Staab  

Architects, competition entry © Staab Architek-

ten page 27: Nymphenburg Palace © Richard 

Bartz | Nymphenburg Palace Gardens  

© Matthias Krumm, image cropped | Botanical 

Gardens Munich © Max Brem page 28: Pupils 

picking up trash © Grundschule Wilhelm Busch, 

Altenburg page 29: Treeplanting in the Alps  

© Marco Kost page 31: Brandon Ballengée, DFA 

186, Hades, 2012. Unique Iris print on watercolor 

paper, 45 7/8 x 33 7/8 inches © Courtesy of the 

artist and Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, New york  

pages 32–33: CDI iCell Neurons © Chempetitive 

page 37: Pupils experiment with their home-

made thermometers © giftedstudieswku  

page 39: MCT-Device for 3D-analysis at the  

Bavarian State Collection of zoology. Photo: 

Bavarian State Collection for zoology | Biology 

students at LMU © LMU | Faculty of Mathema-

tics and Informatics, Technical University of 

Munich © TobiasK | University of Applied 

Sciences Munich © University of Munich |  

Electromicroscopy of a fruit fly, Max Planck  

Institute for Neurobiology © Max Planck  

Institute for Neurobiology/Tanimoto | Head-

quarters of the Fraunhofer Society © rufus46 | 

Research at Helmholtz zentrum München  

© Helmholtz zentrum München | Academy of 

Fine Arts, Munich © rufus46 | Rachel Carson 

Center for Environment and Society © Rachel  

Carson Center for Environment and Society  

pages 40–41: OSCILLATOR at Science Gallery, 

Trinity College Dublin © Science Gallery Dublin 

page 42: TEDyouth conference in the Brooklyn 

Museum © Ryan Lash/TED page 47:  

Archaeopteryx Bavarica fossil plate. Photo: SNSB – 
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© Science Gallery Dublin | Pupils at Museum 

Man and Nature, Munich. Image: SNSB –  

Museum Man and Nature, Munich | Otto Piene, 

The Proliferation of the Sun, 2014 © Thomas 

Meyer | Citizen scientist surveying mountain 

goats, 2009 © Glacier NPS | Bacillus subtilis  

© Adrian Daerr page 81: Chloé Rutzerveld, 

Edible Growth, 2014 © Chloé Rutzerveld | Tomás 

Saraceno, 32SW/Stay green/Flying Garden/ 

Air-Port-City, 2007–2009, Installation view, Lyon 

Biennale. Courtesy of the artist; Tanya  

Bonakdar Gallery, New york; Andersen’s Con-

temporary, Copenhagen; Pinksummer  

contemporary art, Genoa; Esther Schipper,  

Berlin © Photography by Studio Tomás  

Saraceno, 2007 page 83: Aaron  

Sherwood, Firewall, 2013 © yang Jiang  

Photography | Officina Corpuscoli, Maurizio 

Montalti, System Synthetics, 2011 © Officina 

Corpuscoli page 85: Pupils at Museum Man and 

Nature, Munich. Image: SNSB – Museum Man 

and Nature, Munich page 87: School  

programme at Museum Man and Nature, 

Munich. Image: SNSB – Museum Man and Natu-

re, Munich page 89: Pipilotti Rist, Kiasma, 1998  

© beelaineo page 91: Citizen Scientists © NASA 

page 92: Karoline H. Larsen, Collective Strings, 
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Helsinki Festival, 2014 © Karoline H. Larsen  

page 93: Research pavilion at the University of 

Louie/MIT page 61: Sloth with a EEG hat for 

sleep monitoring © Bryson voirin | Sleeping lion  

© George Hodan | Sleeping cuckoo bee  

© Dr. Guido Bohne, Kassel | Sleeping koala bear 

© Luciano Roth Coelho, 2007 | Sound capsule at 

Touch Me Festival, 2008 © tomislav medak  

(CC By 2.0) | Sleeping harbour seal © Photo by 

Jurvetson on flickr page 63: Excavations of the 

State Collection for Anthropology and  

Palaeoanatomy © Dr. Alexander zanesco | Fossil  

preparation at the Jura-Museum Eichstätt.  

Image: Jura Museum Eichstätt | Butterflies.  

Photo: Bavarian State Collection for zoology | 

Angelika Arendt, 150 Jahre, 2005, PU-Schaum, 

Acrylfarbe © Courtesy C&K GALERIE, Berlin |  

Lothar Schiffler, AIRLINES Xv–25. vogelspuren in 

der Luft. Kraniche, Kinnbackenhagen, Ostsee, 

2015 © Lothar Schiffler pages 64-65: Aerial view 

of fields in Kansas © NASA Earth Observatory 

page 67: Storm over desert © Mark Capone/  

USFWS | Glacier retreat in the Alps © Christian 

Nawroth | XL Catlin Seaview Survey, Wilson  

Island, Australia, 2013 © XL Catlin Seaview  

Survey/Underwater Earth | Chicken farm in Fin-

land © Oikeutta eläimille page 69: Planting  

campaign in Bavarian marsh © Wildland- 

Stiftung Bayern/Treffpunkt Wildland | Avalanche 

protection in the Alps © Friedrich Böhringer | 

Coastal erosion due to sea level rise in South 

Tarawa © Government of Kiribati | Pupils  

removing invasive species in Hallein, Austria  

© NMS-Kuchl, www.hs-kuchl.salzburg.at  

page 71: Adriano Olivetti, Le quattro stagioni. 

Installation at the venice Biennale, 2012  

© Nicolás Saieh | Prof. Dr. Martin Wikelski from 

the MPI for Ornithology attaches a GPS- 

transmitter to a stork © MaxCine, Max Planck 

Institute for Ornithology | Musée d’Histoire  

Naturelle, Neuchâtel © MHNN page 72:  

Playscape in Amsterdam © CARvE Amsterdam 

page 73: Luckey Climbers playscape © Luckey 

LLC | Treetop playground, Glentress Forest,  

Scotland © Go Ape page 74: Invasive species  

giant hogweed © Schwicht de Burgh  

Photography, GNU Free Documentation  

License, version 1.2 page 75: Recycled fashion 

project © Fresh youth Initiatives,  

www.freshyouth.org | School of spadefish  

© Greg McFall pages 76–77: visitors in Moscow 

at the touring exhibition “GAME” from Science 

Gallery Dublin, 2013 © Science Gallery Dublin 

page 78: Biology class on excursion  

© Justin-Wagner-Schule Roßdorf | Students at 

Pennsylvania State University © 2016 Collegian 

Inc., Pennsylvania State University’s student 

newspaper | Jens Alvermann, Museum app for 

the Nature Museum in Chicago © Jens  

Alvermann page 79: Artist in Residence in  

Neumünster © dpt, vimeo | “TRAUMA” at Science 

Gallery, Trinity College Dublin, 2015–2016  

Image Credits

Stuttgart, 2011 © ICD/ITKE University of  
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© Dr. Gábor vétek back cover: Bobtail  
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Imprint

This booklet summarizes the vision for the new  

BIOTOPIA – Naturkundemuseum Bayern as  

developed by the Founding Director with support 

from Lordculture and Ralph Appelbaum Associates 

Inc. It may include content and/or images owned 

by third parties that are hereby included solely as 

examples of design ideas in development. 

The contents of this book are covered by copyright 

and trademark laws. All rights reserved.  

Responsibility: Founding Director Professor  

Michael John Gorman. 

© BIOTOPIA – Naturkundemuseum Bayern, 2016

Maria-Ward-Str. 1a

80638 Munich

GERMANy
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